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Better Bears Program 
Century Community Charter School 
 
After school Program 3:02- 6:00pm Daily 
901 S. Maple St, Inglewood, CA 90301

 



 

                                                                                                                                        

 

BBP Handbook 
 

 

The Better Bears Program is an after school program held at Century Community Charter 

School, 901 S. Maple St, Inglewood CA 90301. The program provides every student at our 

school a place to finish their homework and be tutored if need be. BBP will also allow students an 

opportunity to return home with the tools to understand how to do their homework and be active 

contributors in the classroom.  

 

The BBP is under the guidance of Principal Dana Means, Vice-Principal Brenda Garcia, Office 

Administrator Julie Hicks and Program Director Vera Yarbrough.  

 

The BBP also has tutors/aides as well as full time teachers from CCCS as needed according to 

the administrators in charge.  

 

BETTER BEARS PROGRAM Objective:  The program is accountable for seeing the success 

(raising of GPA to above 2.0) of all students. The program will play a part in 8th graders walking 

the stage for graduation, with the goal of at least 85% of the class walking the stage.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

                                                                                                                                        

GOALS: 

1. Improvement of Achieve3000 scores in all grades.  

2. Improvement in Extended Day subjects (scores and completion of HW), ELA and Math. 

3. Less students in Intervention and Detention. 

4. Less students receiving referrals for HW not being done or turned in on time.  

5. At least 85% of the 8th graders walking the stage for graduation in June. 

6. At least 85% of the 6th and 7th grade classes having a GPA of 2.0 or better.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

                                                                                                                                        

JOB DESCRIPTIONS 

SITE COORDINATOR 

1. Be available during the hours of 3:02- 6:00; Except for office hours from 4- 5 p.m.  

2. Facilitate the day-to-day schedule of the program as set by the administrators in charge.  

3. Oversee tutors making sure all communication is clear and concise for any changes or 

additions to the BBP program. Tutors should be aware of any schedule changes 24 hours in 

advance.  

4. Keep tutors updated on Extended Day Curriculum as overseen by assigned teachers.  

5. Facilitate scheduling of teachers for the Achieve3000 and Extended Day courses.  

6. Oversee orange daily reports so the day-to-day progress of HW can be tracked for those 

students who have daily reports.  

7. Meet with grade level moderators every two weeks to make sure students who have a GPA 

below 3.0 are attending BBP everyday and doing their homework. Moderators and Program 

Director will decide the plan of action for these students. Families will be called monthly and 

be part of the plan of action in cooperation with the grade level moderators and the Program 

Director.  

8. Contact families of students who would benefit from taking part in BBP due to a student’s 

GPA being below 3.0. Students will be identified through CCCS’s Intervention List and 

GPA List. 

9. Request GPA list for all Grade Level Moderators and administrators from Mr. Tony. 

 

 

 

 



 

                                                                                                                                        

TEACHERS 

1. Teachers will sign and commit to specific blocks of time during the BBP hours.  

2. Teachers will be the moderators for the Achieve3000 program and the Extended Day   

Program.  

3. From time to time, the Site Coordinator will enlist the aide of a teacher either  

        for a specific day or for a specific time period. 

4.   Teachers report to grade Level Moderator regularly about student homework.  

GRADE LEVEL MODERATORS 

1.   Will receive a print out of the Intervention List and GPA List (students who’s  

        GPA falls below 3.0). Moderators will work with the Site Coordinator in  

        identifying students and their needs to bring up GPA. Also, meet with parents 

        to make them aware and enlist their help.  

2.     Moderators will discuss students’ needs in grade level meetings to see what 

        strengths these students have in the different classes.  

3.     Meet with the Site Coordinator every two weeks and track student’s progress 

        and modify plan of action if need be.  

TUTORS 

1. Will receive training on general Better Bears Program, how the daily schedule  

    works, how the ASES Grant works,  and Extended Day.  

2. Will report any issues to the Site Coordinator. Keep the Site Coordinator aware 

   of any issues behavior or academic with the students that they are assigned to.  

3. Look up teachers’ Weeblies, check HW agendas and make sure students 

    finish their HW and/or understand how to finish in case they leave early from 

    BBP.  



 

                                                                                                                                        

4. Work with assigned teacher in facilitating Extended Day curriculum with groups of students   

in the BBP.  

5. Follow the BBP schedule of the day, make sure one follows assigned places to 

   monitor and assigned classrooms to work in.  

6. Follow the Discipline Plan for CCCS so that referrals can be tracked and  

    student’s behavior can be watched and disciplined if need be.  

7.  Tutors’ dress can be casual, yet professional. No spaghetti straps, shorts, 

    tank tops or tight fitting clothing/saggy clothing. They will wear Their BBP shirt daily. 

8.  No use of cell phones in class or in the yard while supervising students.  

9.  All activities not a part of the scheduled need to be approved by the Site Coordinator.  

SAMPLE SCHEDULE 

3:15PM- 3:30PM SNACK 

3:30- 3:45PM  PLAY  

3:50- 4:45PM Session 1 

4:50- 5:45PM Session 2 

5:50-5:55PM CLEANUP 

 

  

The administrators and/or the Site Coordinator will determine the day-to-day schedule. Tutors 

and teachers will keep students on schedule, constantly check HW and make sure the students 

are in class working.  

There will be incentives for those students that stay focused and on task, and bringing up GPA’s 

or maintaining high GPA’s.  

 

 



 

                                                                                                                                        

STUDENT RULES 

1.  Student will attend BBP if they have a GPA below 3.0, have failure notices in any  

     class and/or are required by a teacher or the Site Coordinator. Students may 

     also attend BBP if they want to, but may not disrupt the other students that 

     may be on the Intervention List.  

2.   Students that attend BBP must sign a contract, their parents will have a  

      meeting with the Site Coordinator and their student making sure they 

      understand the importance of BBP.  

3.   Students must adhere to the same rules as classroom and school rules.  

      BBP is just an extension of the CCCS day, same rules are followed, 

      therefore if rules are broken, then referrals are written with the same consequences  

     as if in the classroom.  

4.   When a child raises their GPA or if an 8th grader no longer has any D’s, the  

      child is allowed to choose an incentive reward.  

 

Note: The Administrators in charge have the option to amend the handbook at any time, especially to see 

the success of every student that attends the Better Bear Program. 

  



 

                                                                                                                                        

 


